The photoreceptor UV RESISTANCE LOCUS 8 (UVR8) activates photomorphogenic responses when plants are exposed to ultraviolet-B (UV-B) light. However, whereas the absorption spectrum of UVR8 peaks at 280 nm, action spectra for several photomorphogenic UV-B responses show maximal photon effectiveness at 290-300 nm. To investigate this apparent discrepancy we measured the effectiveness of UV wavelengths in initiating two responses in Arabidopsis: photoconversion of homodimeric UVR8 into the monomeric form, which is active in signaling, and accumulation of transcripts of the ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL 5 (HY5) transcription factor, which has a key role in UVR8-mediated responses. When purified UVR8 or Arabidopsis leaf extracts were exposed to UV light monomerisation was maximal at approximately 280 nm, which correlates with the UVR8 absorption spectrum. When intact plants were exposed to UV, monomerisation was most strongly initiated at approximately 290 nm, and this shift in maximal effectiveness could be explained by strong absorption or reflectance at 280 nm by leaf tissue. Notably, the action spectrum for accumulation of HY5 transcripts in the same leaf tissue samples used to assay UVR8 dimer/monomer status peaked at approximately 300 nm. Possible reasons for the difference in maximal photon effectiveness of UVR8 monomerisation and HY5 transcript accumulation in leaf tissue are discussed.
Introduction
Solar ultraviolet-B radiation (UV-B; 280-315 nm) is absorbed by the stratospheric ozone layer and consequently only wavelengths above approximately 295 nm impinge on the earth's surface. 1 Although UV-B is a minor component of sunlight, it has a wide-ranging regulatory impact on plant growth and development, affecting biosynthetic activities, aspects of morphogenesis, photosynthetic competence, defence against pests and pathogens and other processes. [2] [3] [4] [5] Transcriptomic analysis
shows that these physiological effects of UV-B are underpinned by the differential expression of hundreds of genes. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The effects of UV-B on gene expression are achieved through several different UV-B perception and signaling processes, some of which are not well characterized. 4, [11] [12] [13] However, detailed information is available on a key mechanism of UV-B perception, which involves the UV-B photoreceptor UV RESISTANCE LOCUS 8 (UVR8). UVR8 mediates a number of photomorphogenic responses that enable plants to acclimate to the ambient level of UV-B. [13] [14] [15] Arabidopsis uvr8 mutant plants are defective in these responses and are compromised when exposed to high levels of UV-B. 8, 10, 16, 17 UVR8 is a 7-bladed β-propeller protein that forms a homodimer in the absence of UV-B. [18] [19] [20] The dimer is held together by electrostatic interactions between charged amino acids on the interacting surfaces of adjacent monomers. 19, 20 UVR8 is a novel photoreceptor in that it does not have an attached chromophore for light detection and instead uses specific tryptophan amino acids in its primary sequence to absorb UV-B. [18] [19] [20] [21] Photoreception leads to neutralization of charges that maintain the dimer, causing dissociation of the dimer into monomers. [22] [23] [24] [25] Monomeric UVR8 interacts with the CONSTITUTIVELY PHOTOMORPHOGENIC 1 (COP1) protein to initiate signal transduction and hence transcription of target genes involved in UV-B responses. 10, 18 A key protein involved in transcriptional activation is the transcription factor ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL 5 (HY5). HY5 and the closely related HY5 HOMOLOG (HYH) accumulate rapidly following UV-B exposure as a result of protein stabilization and increased transcription, 10, 26, 27 and mediate transcription of many UVR8-target genes. 8, 10, 28 UVR8 monomers can re-associate to form dimers, 29, 30 a process that is facilitated by the negative regulators REPRESSOR OF UV-B PHOTOMORPHOGENESIS 1 (RUP1) and RUP2 proteins. 30 RUP gene expression is stimulated by UV-B and regulated by UVR8 and COP1. 31 In photoperiodic conditions, the rates of UV-B induced monomerisation and subsequent re-dimerisation are balanced, resulting in a photoequilibrium in the levels of UVR8 monomer and dimer. 32 Action spectra of several photomorphogenic UV-B responses show maximal photon effectiveness within the range 280-310 nm (ref. 4 and 33-35) (Table 1 ). The differences in wavelength maxima likely reflect differences in the species used, growth conditions, responses measured and methodological factors. It is likely that most of the responses shown in Table 1 are mediated by UVR8, based on knowledge of the equivalent UV-B dependent gene expression, anthocyanin accumulation, flavonoid accumulation and hypocotyl growth suppression responses in Arabidopsis. 10, 16, 28 The in vivo action spectrum for UVR8-mediated HY5 expression in Arabidopsis reported by Brown et al. (2009) 36 has a peak at 280 nm and a smaller peak at 300 nm. In contrast, the absorption spectrum of purified UVR8 has a strong peak at 280 nm with relatively low absorbance at 300 nm. 19 The apparent discrepancy between the wavelength maxima of the absorption spectrum of UVR8 and the action spectra of photomorphogenic responses (Table 1 ) raises the question of how UVR8 acts in vivo to mediate responses at longer UV-B wavelengths. To address this question, we examined the action spectra of UVR8 dimer-tomonomer conversion in vitro and in plant extracts and compared the photon effectiveness of UVR8 monomer formation in vivo with that of HY5 transcript accumulation. The data show that the in vivo action of UVR8 in regulating HY5
expression is not simply correlated with monomer formation, and possible explanations of the findings are discussed.
Materials and methods
Dimer/monomer status of purified UVR8
UVR8 was expressed in E. coli and purified as described by . 19 Samples of UVR8 protein were exposed to UV wavelengths in 50 μl or 100 μl cuvettes using a pulsed Opolette 355 + UV tunable laser (Opotek Inc., USA) with a thermostatic cuvette holder at 8°C. The laser was used with a pulse frequency of 2 Hz and duration of exposure between 0.5 to 10 minutes to deliver the required doses, given that energy output per pulse varied between wavelengths. Filters were used to completely block the double wavelengths (520-640 nm for settings 260-320 nm, respectively) also emitted at low levels by the laser. Osram) at 20°C for 21 days. Plants were exposed to UV light using the tunable laser, as described above but without using a cuvette and with a pulse frequency of 20 Hz. The duration of exposure was varied to produce a range of doses. Duplicate samples of plant material from each exposure were harvested into liquid nitrogen for analysis of UVR8 dimer/monomer status and HY5 transcript abundance. The data were obtained from 5 independent experiments with different sets of plants. To examine dimer/monomer status, total protein extracts were prepared from frozen plant shoot material using the method of Kaiserli and Jenkins (2007) . 37 Samples were analysed by SDS-PAGE without boiling in sample buffer and western blots were incubated with anti-UVR8 antibody to visualize the dimer and monomer bands, as described by O'Hara and Jenkins. 21 The immunoblots were stained with Ponceau S to verify equal protein loading. Quantification of the UVR8 dimer/monomer bands was done using ImageJ software. The numerical value of the monomer band intensity was compared to the total intensity (UVR8 dimer plus monomer) to determine the fraction of monomer. HY5 transcript levels were assayed by quantitative RT-PCR using the UV exposure conditions optimised by Brown et al. (2009) . 36 Following UV exposure, plant material was left in darkness for 2 hours before harvesting, to allow transcripts to accumulate. Tissue was frozen, RNA isolated and qRT-PCR performed as described by Heilmann et al. (2016) 38 to amplify HY5 transcripts. Transcript levels of ACTIN2 were measured as a control. The relative levels of HY5 transcript were calculated following the ΔΔCt method. The primers used for HY5 were: 5′-GGCTGAAGAGGTTGTTGAGGAAC-3′ and 5′-AGCATCTGGTT CTCGTTCTGAAGA-3′ and for ACTIN2: 5′CTCTCCCGCTA TGTATGTCG-3′ and 5′-TCCATCTCCTGCTCGTAGTC-3′. In experiments where plant protein extracts were exposed to UV, extracts prepared as above were placed in a cuvette at 8°C and exposed to specific wavelengths of UV light using the tunable laser at 2 Hz pulse frequency. After exposure samples were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and UVR8 dimer/ monomer status was examined as described above.
Dose-response plots and action spectra
For the dose-response data, the dose in μmol m −2 was plotted against the response (either percentage of monomer formed or HY5 transcript level) in each experiment. Statistical analysis showed that a hyperbolic curve provided the best fit to the dose-response data; the curves were fitted using SigmaPlot software. The goodness of fit for each set of dose-response data is presented in Table S1 . † For experiments involving in vivo illumination of plants, data from at least 3 independent experiments was used to produce the dose-response curves for each wavelength. To produce the action spectra, the inverse values of the doses required to give selected levels of response (10%, 25% and 50% for monomer formation and 0.5 and 1 ddCt for HY5 transcript level) were plotted against wavelength.
Results
Action spectrum for dimer-to-monomer conversion of purified UVR8 protein
An action spectrum for UVR8 photoreceptor activity in vitro was produced by measuring the extent of UV-induced monomer formation. Samples of purified UVR8 were exposed to a range of doses of UV light of different wavelengths at 2 to 3 nm intervals between 260 and 320 nm. (Fig. S1 † shows an example of the emission of the laser UV source exhibiting the half-bandwidth of 0.4 nm). Samples were then analysed by SDS-PAGE without boiling, which enables dimer/monomer status to be visualized. 18, 19, 29 Fig. 1a shows examples of the data obtained. It is evident that 280 nm light is more effective than 290 nm in initiating monomerisation and that 300 nm is much less effective. To obtain quantitative data, the relative amounts of dimer and monomer were calculated by densitometric analysis, using ImageJ, of the corresponding scanned gel image. These data were used to produce dose-response plots for 25 different wavelengths (Fig. 1b and S2 †) . Fig. 1c shows the action spectrum for monomer formation derived from these dose-response plots. There is a peak at 280 nm and relatively little action at wavelengths longer than approximately 290 nm.
Wavelength effectiveness for monomerisation of UVR8 following illumination of plant protein extracts
It is conceivable that UVR8 expressed in plants binds a chromophore that is not synthesised in E. coli, which would modify its action spectrum. We therefore tested whether the action spectrum for UVR8 in Arabidopsis differs from that for the protein expressed in E. coli. UV-B exposure of plant total protein extracts induces monomerisation of UVR8 18, 21, 39 and the relative effectiveness of 8 different wavelengths in initiating this response is shown in Fig. 2 . UVR8 was detected using a specific antibody on western blots of protein samples (Fig. 2a) and the relative abundance of the dimer and monomer bands was quantified using ImageJ. Dose-response data were obtained for the different wavelengths ( Fig. 2b and S3 †) and used to produce an action spectrum for monomer formation (Fig. 2c) . The strongest action is at approximately 280 nm and there is relatively little action at 300 and 310 nm. Hence the wavelength effectiveness for UVR8 monomerisation in plant protein extracts is similar to that for the purified protein expressed in E. coli, although the peak of action appears broader.
Wavelength effectiveness for monomerisation of UVR8 and HY5 gene expression following illumination of intact plants
As stated in the Introduction, it has been reported that wavelengths between 295 and 310 nm are effective in initiating several photomorphogenic responses to UV-B in plants, whereas the data in Fig. 1 and 2 indicate that UVR8 monomerisation is inefficient at these wavelengths and is maximally induced at 280 nm. We therefore examined the wavelength effectiveness of both UVR8 monomerisation and HY5 transcript accumulation, a primary gene expression response mediated by UVR8, following in vivo illumination of intact plants. To facilitate comparison, UVR8 monomerisation and HY5 transcript accumulation were assayed in duplicate samples of the same plant tissue.
To obtain the UVR8 monomerisation data, western blots were scanned and analyzed using ImageJ as above. Since the doses were not saturating and there is potential for the monomer formed to re-dimerise, 29 the maximum value of UVR8 monomer/total observed was approximately 0.8. The dose-response plots for each wavelength (Fig. 3) show the mean % monomer obtained in 3 to 5 separate experiments. The dose-response relationships were fitted using SigmaPlot. As in extracts, there is much stronger UVR8 monomerisation at 280 and 290 nm than at 310 and 320 nm. To determine the relative photon effectiveness for monomerisation, 2 levels of response in the linear range of the dose-response plot were selected, then the doses corresponding to each level of response were calculated using the equation generated to fit the line, and their inverse values were used to generate the action spectrum. As shown in Fig. 4 , the in vivo monomerisation action spectrum peaks at 290 nm and the relative effectiveness of 300 nm compared to 280 nm is much greater than observed with illumination of extracts (Fig. 2) . A similar analysis was undertaken for HY5 expression, which was assayed 2 hours following illumination to permit transcripts to accumulate. 36 Quantification of the relative transcript levels following illumination was used to produce doseresponse plots equivalent to those obtained for monomerisation (Fig. 5 ). An increase in HY5 transcripts was observed at all wavelengths tested, including 320 nm. Fig. 6 shows the resulting action spectrum, calculated for 2 levels of response. The HY5 action spectrum peaks at 300 nm and there is little difference in the relative effectiveness of 290 and 310 nm, depending on the level of response used to produce the action spectrum. The relative effectiveness of 300 compared to 310 nm is greatest at lower fold-induction of HY5 expression. In uvr8-1 mutant plants, the level of HY5 transcripts at all the UV-B wavelengths tested did not differ significantly from that under minus UV-B conditions (Fig. 7) , showing that the response was dependent on UVR8, consistent with previous findings. 36 Evidently, a clear difference was observed in the wavelength maxima of the action spectra for UVR8 monomerisation (Fig. 4) and HY5 transcript accumulation (Fig. 6 ) in the same tissue samples. This difference was reproducibly observed in Fig. 1 Action spectrum for monomerisation of purified UVR8. Heterologously expressed, purified Arabidopsis UVR8 protein was exposed to UV wavelengths using a tunable laser. The dimer/monomer status of the protein was examined by SDS-PAGE with non-boiled samples. (a) Examples of the wavelength effectiveness data used to generate dose-response plots for UVR8 monomerisation. Stained gels are shown for different doses of exposure at 3 wavelengths. Dimeric and monomeric UVR8 are indicated. (b) Example of a dose-response plot (at 280 nm) obtained by scanning UVR8 bands on gels. Graphs for multiple wavelengths are shown in Fig. S2 . † (c) Action spectrum produced from dose-response data for 25% monomer formation. individual experiments as well as in the combined data from multiple experiments; this is shown for 3 experiments comparing responses at 280, 290 and 300 nm in Fig. S4 . †
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Discussion
The action spectrum for monomerisation of purified UVR8 protein (Fig. 1c) resembles the absorption spectrum published by 19 in having a sharp peak at 280 nm. This is not surprising because the absorption spectrum results principally from absorption by UVR8's 14 tryptophans, and specific tryptophans act as the intrinsic UV-B chromophores of UVR8, initiating monomerisation. The only notable difference between the absorption and action spectra is that there is relatively little action at wavelengths greater than 290 nm, whereas the protein does absorb significantly at 300 nm. It is not clear whether this difference has a methodological basis, or whether it represents a real difference in absorption by the specific tryptophans that initiate photoreception compared to the total tryptophans. The wavelength effectiveness for UVR8 monomerisation following illumination of plant extracts resembles that for the purified protein in that the peak of action is at 280 nm. The peak in the action spectrum appears broader than that for the purified protein and more closely resembles the absorption spectrum of UVR8. However, detailed comparison is difficult because fewer wavelengths were examined for the extract samples. The similarity of the extract action spectrum to the UVR8 absorption spectrum indicates that UVR8 expressed in plants does not possess a bound chromophore for UV-B absorption, consistent with the findings with purified protein expressed in E. coli.
19,20
The action spectrum for UVR8 monomerisation following illumination of intact plants shows a peak at 290 nm. Given the limited number of wavelengths used in these experiments it is not possible to be more precise about the peak of action. However, the wavelength effectiveness for in vivo illumination clearly differs from that for illumination of extracts and purified protein, where 280 nm is more effective than 290 nm. This difference is likely due to in vivo reflection by the cuticle and absorption by screening pigments, which would reduce the relative absorption of UVR8 at 280 nm versus longer wavelengths and therefore enhance the relative effectiveness of longer UV-B wavelengths in inducing monomerisation. Brown et al. (2009) 36 found no obvious difference in the HY5 action spectrum in mutants deficient in sunscreen production, but multiple mutations would be needed to remove all screening, which involves not only phenolic secondary metabolites, but also reflection by the cuticle and absorption by cell walls. The in vivo action spectrum for HY5 transcript accumulation (Fig. 6 ) differs from that reported by Brown et al. (2009) 36 in having a single peak at 300 nm rather than peaks at 280 and 300 nm. This might be due to a number of methodological reasons. In particular, the excitation sources used previously 36 had quite broad half-bandwidths, much broader than the tunable laser used here (half-bandwidth of 0.4 nm; Fig. S1 †) , which could affect their relative effectiveness. Nevertheless, it is clear from both the present study (Fig. 7) and that of Brown et al. (2009) 36 that UVR8 acts at all UV-B wavelengths that the plant is exposed to in sunlight, from ∼295 to 315 nm, and beyond into the near UV-A. Brown et al. 36 found that the uvr8-1 mutant failed to express HY5 transcripts at wavelengths from 260 to 340 nm. Fig. 3 Dose-response plots for UVR8 monomer formation following in vivo illumination of Arabidopsis at selected wavelengths. Plants were exposed to UV wavelengths at different doses using a tunable laser. UVR8 dimer/monomer status was assayed by SDS-PAGE with non-boiled samples followed by immunodetection on a western blot. The dose-response plots show data combined from 3 to 5 independent experiments; error bars are ± S.E. The hyperbolic curves were fitted using SigmaPlot software. Fig. 4 Action spectrum for UVR8 monomer formation following in vivo illumination of Arabidopsis. Action spectra were calculated from the dose-response plots in Fig. 3 for 10% and 25% monomer formation.
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This journal is © The An important observation is that the peak in the action spectrum for HY5 transcript accumulation differs from that of UVR8 monomerisation under the conditions used, namely short UV-B exposures of light-grown plants that had not previously been exposed to UV-B. It should be noted that both assays were undertaken with the same plant tissue, exposed at the same time. It is clear that there is a shift in maximum effectiveness to longer wavelengths for HY5 expression compared to monomerisation. Moreover, expression occurs at 310 and 320 nm where there is little monomer formation. Other Fig. 5 Dose-response plots for HY5 transcript accumulation following in vivo illumination of Arabidopsis at selected wavelengths. Plants were exposed to UV wavelengths at different doses using a tunable laser. HY5 transcript levels in leaf RNA samples were assayed by RT-qPCR and normalized to ACTIN2 as a control transcript. Relative transcript levels are shown following UV exposure. The dose-response plots show data combined from 3 to 5 independent experiments; error bars are ± S.E. The hyperbolic curves were fitted using SigmaPlot software. studies have reported photomorphogenic UV-B responses having maximal effectiveness between 290-310 nm (see Table 1 ). Hence it is important to consider why UVR8 action is maximal at longer wavelengths than those that most effectively initiate UVR8 monomerisation in intact plants. There are a number of possible explanations. Firstly, whereas samples were harvested immediately for monomerisation analysis, 2 hours elapsed before samples were harvested for expression assays, to enable transcripts to be synthesised and accumulate. It is difficult to envisage how the difference in sampling time would change the relative wavelength effectiveness for transcript accumulation compared to monomerisation, but possibly shorter UV-B wavelengths could initiate a UVR8-independent process that impairs HY5 transcript accumulation at those wavelengths relative to longer UV-B wavelengths, perhaps by promoting degradation. It is conceivable, for instance, that formation of reactive oxygen species at short wavelength UV-B 40 might lead to transcript degradation. There is no direct evidence for such an effect, although it has been suggested that short wavelength UV-B could impair action in response to longer UV-B wavelengths.
7
A second possibility is that monomeric UVR8, which is formed rapidly by dimer photoreception, absorbs UV-B directly to stimulate HY5 transcription, and that absorption by monomeric UVR8 is maximal at a slightly longer wavelength than absorption by dimeric UVR8. There is experimental evidence that monomeric UVR8 can absorb UV-B 24, 41, 42 and initiate HY5 expression. 38 Moreover, Wu et al. (2011) 43 modeled the absorption properties of monomeric UVR8 and concluded that it could activate transcription at 280-300 nm. Monomeric UVR8 binds COP1 and hence this complex could be responsible for photoreception. Moreover, the UVR8-COP1 complex could conceivably have a red-shift in the absorption spectrum compared to dimeric UVR8, consistent with the shift in the HY5 action spectrum (Fig. 6) . It was noted previously that binding of COP1 to UVR8 is not sufficient to initiate transcriptional responses, 21 raising the possibility that the complex is activated by UV-B absorption. 15 The binding of UVR8 to COP1 is correlated with its nuclear localization, 44 and there are interesting parallels here with phytochrome A, where differences in the absorption spectrum and in vivo action spectrum are produced through localization in distinct nuclear and cytosolic pools. 45 A further possible explanation for the difference in maximum wavelength effectiveness for HY5 expression compared to UVR8 monomerisation is that an additional, unidentified photoreceptor acts with UVR8 to enhance the response at longer wavelengths. Takeda et al. (2014) 35 proposed that a tetrahydrobiopterin 'photoreceptor' could be involved in UV-B responses to explain the peak in action spectra between 290-310 nm. There is no evidence from the monomerisation action spectrum with plant extracts (Fig. 2c) that UVR8 binds such a chromophore, so any additional photoreceptor would be a separate molecule. Moreover, it should be noted that all UV-B induced HY5 expression requires UVR8, since it is absent in the uvr8-1 mutant ( Fig. 7 ; Brown et al. 36 ) and therefore any additional putative photoreceptor would require the presence of UVR8 for its action, either for its expression or activity. It is conceivable that such a molecule could co-act with UVR8 to enhance gene expression at longer wavelengths. However, it should be emphasized that there is no molecular evidence for any UV-B-specific photoreceptor apart from UVR8, although the existence of such a molecule cannot be ruled out.
Conclusion
In conclusion, recent research has provided information about the molecular mechanism of UVR8 action, but it is not entirely clear how UVR8 functions in intact plants under natural illumination conditions. 13 The present study shows that the action of UV-B in initiating UVR8 monomerisation does not fully explain the wavelength effectiveness of UVR8 in inducing HY5 gene expression. This raises the possibility that other processes initiated by UV-B exposure modulate UVR8 action, either to reduce its relative effectiveness at shorter wavelengths or to enhance it at longer wavelengths. Further research is required to explore these mechanisms.
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